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1Rare Hoyt center draft oil lamp. 12½” high1

flowers font prisms
1Peg Lamp, Cranberry, hand painted2

white Bristol shade and Ries pat. dated shade holder. 22" tall
1Composite oil lamp, etched font3

1Peg Lamp, Cranberry, gold vine on font4

1Peg Lamp, Cranberry, hand painted flowers5

white Bristol shade
1Composite oil lamp, embossed font6

china stem, wheel cut font, frosted and fluted shade
1Composition oil lamp, Blue cornflower7

twentieth-century oil lamp made in a semi-automatic
machine

1“Rosa” Example of first8

10" tall, amber cut to clear peg lamp. 3 1/2" high
1Blue Bristol peg lamp and brass candlestick.9

12 milk glass burnt match holders10

2.25" fitter
1Pair of shades, cranberry to vaseline10a

pressed glass shade
1Composite oil lamp, embossed font,11

wheel cut butterflies
1Peg Lamp, Cranberry cut to clear with12

1Cast iron hand grenade lamp. 9” high13

12” high
1Cast iron WW1 doughboy lamp great detail14

1Peg Lamps, pair of green French hand painted15

oil lamp removable font, etched shade, 20" tall.  This lamp
was shown in the 1868-1869 F.H. Lovell catalog.

1Very nice Tucker Mfg. Co. cast iron16

shade holder, transfer print china stem base, wheel cut font.
21" tall

1Composite O.L., white Bristol shade, Illuminator17

2.25" fitter bleeding heart design
1Pair of Fostoria 8" tall shades,17a

12 Steuben gold iridescent shades18
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stag head embossed font, rare 5" frosted/etched deer scene
shade

1Composite O.L. China goat herder stem,19

glass holder
1Amber cut to clear peg lamp, press20

1Small reverse painted shade table lamp21

painted silver plated base, base signed Holman Silver Plate
Co 12" tall

1Ruby red hand painted peg lamp,22

tiers of prisms (approx 75)
1Small waterfall ceiling fixture, four23

no chips, 7 1/2" high
12 vintage No. 1 amberina oil lamp chimneys,24

one amber has large chip on base, 7 1/2" tall
14 vintage No. 1 blue & amber oil lamp chimneys,25

unusual design
1Pair of  cranberry shades, 3" fitter25a

5 1/2” high
1Cranberry swirl No. 2 oil lamp chimney,26

column base. only, often seen with onyx font
1Black milk glass Findlay double27

gold aurene, string thread design, chips on fitter
1Art Glass shade, pull feather and28

beaded fringe, used on candle lamps
1Art Deco multicolored glass shade29

and lodging house in Findlay OH
1Advertising light from railroad boarding30

12  pair matched wheel cut shades31

12 wheel cut chimneys32

white Bristol shade
1Ruby flash Greek Key font oil lamp,33

cameo style greek warriors, 2.25" fitter
1Set of 4 matching amber satin shades33a

milkglass angle lamp shades and holder
1Angle Lamp Shades. Pair of matched34

oil lamp, yellow stained font, frosted shade, 12 12" high to
top of shade

1Hard to find U.S. Glass Comp. Hobbs “Optic”35
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brass candle tick probably French or English, 12 1/2" to top
of font.

1Green peg lamp, enameled font on36

burners
15 lock-on smoke chimneys, 4 lock-on37

of prisms, approx. 180 prisms, 30" drop
1Large Waterfall ceiling light, 5  tiers38

font. Probably made by Atterbury
1Globular oil lamp, spiral white threaded39

hand painted china stem, white bristol bell shade, excellent
condition.

1Composite oil lamp, embossed font,40

the coins are pressed on the underside of the base.
Production was limited to a few years because the
government issued a cease production order since
reproduction of the coins was illegal.  This lamp is highly
collectible because of scarcity, 5" high.

11892 U.S. coin pedestal finger lamp,41

ruffled rim, 2.25"
1Set of 6 yellow shades, opalescent stripe41a

and spelter oil lamp, enclosed glass font, wheel cut & etched
ring shade, 21" to top of shade.

1Hard to find J.F. Iden two part brass42

petticoat shade, 17" high
1Very nice hand painted milk glass oil lamp,43

shade approx. 12", 24" high
1Custard glass shaded table lamp,44

12 vintage oil lamp fonts and 2 new fonts.45

lamp, amber shade, 8 1/2" high.
1Art Deco kneeling nude bronzed washed spelter46

washed Spelter lamp, amber shade, 10" high
1Art Deco sitting elephant bronzed47

spelter lamp, green shade, 10" high
1Rare Egyptian motif Art Deco black enameled48

washed spelter lamp, wheel cut shades, 16" high
1Art Deco 3 figure dancing girls bronzed49

1Iridized 10" tall textured shade, 3" fitter49a

spelter lamp with cracked ice shade, 6 1/2" x 6 1/2"
1Small Art Deco nude green patina50

nice patina & flower petal electric sockets, 15 1/2" high
1Very nice Art Nuevo spelter lamp with51

has been wired
13 arm brass oil lamp ceiling fixture, prisms,52

panel font
1Cast iron handled base oil lamp-frosted53
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shade 19" high
1Hand painted milk glass oil lamp, petticoat54

oak chain, green leaded slag glass shade, 1 small panel has a
crack, 23" drop

1Super Mission style oak hall light,55

glass shade
1Brass Art Deco bridge lamp, leaded56

font & font holder, 14" blue Bristol of Fostoria shade, shade
in mint condition.  Adjustable drop.

1Library hanging oil lamp, brass frame,57

heart & vine design, 2.25" fitter, black with blue hearts,
small rim chip

1Imperial freehand shade, 4.5" tall, rare57a

24’ tall.
1Brass two light lamp base, unsigned,58

base, unsigned, 24" tall
1Cast pattern brass two light lamp59

base, marked 41E, 22" tall
1Cast patterned brass two light lamp60

pattern, chips on 2 of the 4" fitters.
13 matching ruffled gas shades, etched flower61

oil lamp, brass frame & font, adjustable drop, current drop is
26"

1Cranberry thumbprint library hanging62

1Hanging lamp, blue shade, 10"62a

spelter figure, wheel cut clear font, wheel cut & frosted
shade.  Figure is 5" high & lamp is 18" high.

1Figural oil lamp. “The Farmer”,63

No. 086 Victorian lady figural oil lamp, spelter figure,
pressed glass octagonal clear font, blue fluted 4" fitter shade.
Lamp is 18" high to top of shade.

11888 Bradley & Hubbard catalog lamp64

pressed & frosted clear "Privet Leaf" font, wheel cut &
frosted ball shade.  Figure is 5 1/2" high & lamp is 18" high.

11800’s lady figural oil lamp, spelter figure,65

6.5" tall
1Set of 6 Art glass shades 2" fitter,65a

cast iron figure, pressed glass oval clear font, etched shade,
15" high to top of shade

1Kneeling Roman boy figural oil lamp,66

Sitting Roman or Greek boy figural oil lamp, spelter figure,
wheel cut clear octagonal clear font, pressed glass shade, 14"
high to top of shade

11881 Edmund Miller catalog lamp No.92,67

Boy & column figural oil lamp, spelter figure shown in
catalog, Hobbs coin dot opalescent font, frosted design
shade.  Figure is 4" high, lamp is 14" to top of shade

11881 Edmund Miller catalog lamp No. 129,68
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figure, ruby & frosted font, pressed glass shade. 14" high to
top of shade.

1“The Sailor” figural oil lamp, forged iron69

spelter figure, wheel cut font, amber fluted 4" fitter shade.
Figure is 5" high & lamp is 17" high to top of shade.

1“Shakespeare” figural oil lamp,70

Deco 5 light, slip shades ceiling fixture, circa 1920, 3
position switch.

1Lincoln Electric Company, Chicago, Art71

liberty bell oil lamp, wheel cut design font, frosted &
embossed shade. 15" high to top of shade

1Hard to find 1876 “Centennial” old72

lamp,50”s shade
1Cast iron brass & Jadite floor73

5.75" tall
1Art glass iridized shade, 3.25" fitter,73a

spelter figure, white china gold trimmed font, 11" high
1Roman soldier figural oil lamp,74

oil lamp, spelter figure, frosted & clear wheel cut font
design, 10 1/2" high

1Little girl feeding her cat figural75

girl holding her cat by the tail, her right hand while
dangling a mouse over her left knee, 20" high

1Humorous figural oil lamp with a well-dressed76

229 “Eugenie” figural oil lamp, spelter figure, some gilding,
pressed glass font, frosted shade design.  Figure is 5" tall,
lamp is 16" to top of shade.

11881 Edmund Miller catalog lamp No.77

pigeon blood font, wheel cut ball shade, 21" high
11800’s lady figural oil lamp, spelter figure,78

oil lamp, spelter figure, pressed glass design front, sandwich
type wheel cut tulip shade, 20" high

1Atterbury Company. “Chieftain” figural79

dressed man figural oil lamp, spelter figure which appears to
have been gold painted, frosted star burst font, frosted &
wheel cut shade. Figure is 11" tall, lamp is 23 1/2" high.

115th-16th century figure of a well-80

hexagonal shade with filigree bird motif, 68" tall.
1Mahogany floor lamp with 20”81

wheel cut font, 4 corner amber shade
1Roman Soldier figural bust oil lamp,81a

pressed glass "Chadwick" font, 10 1/2" high
1Dairymaid figural oil lamp, spelter figure,82

2.25" fitter
1Artglass 6" feather pulled design,82a
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spelter figure, pressed glass font, 10" high
1Girl holding a ball & dog figural oil lamp,83

lamp, spelter figure, pressed glass font, amber fluted 4" fitter
shade. Figure is 6 1/2", lamp is 17" high to top of shade.

1Boy with basket and dog figural oil84

Hubbard catalog lamp No. 100 bust of an 1800's woman
figural oil lamp, spelter figure, pressed glass font, blue 4"
fitter shade, (chip on fitter). Figure is 6 1/2" high & lamp is
18" high to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp.1888 Bradley &85

holding a boat oar, fish net over her shoulder & a basket of
fish at her feet, pressed glass square font. 7" tall figure, lamp
is 17" high to top of shade. This figure is shown as No. 2822
in the 1868 F.H. Lovell catalog & as lamp No. 1178 in the
1866 Bradley & Hubbard catalog.

1Figural oil lamp. “The Fish Monger”, woman86

and dog figural oil lamp, spelter figure, pressed glass font,
etched shade 15" high

1“The Hunter” boy with double shotgun87

wheel cut font, 6" figure, lamp 19" high
1“ The Arab” figural oil lamp, spelter figure,88

lamp with filigree shade, mint condition, no cracked panels,
no missing filigree.

1Very nice 1914 Miller Bros. slag glass89

2.25" fitter 5.25" tall
1Iridized art glass pair of shades,89a

spelter base, wheel cut font, vintage wheel cut & frosted 5"
fitter shade. Figure is 5 1/2" high & lamp is 17" high to top
of shade.

1Well detailed lady figural lamp,90

oil lamp, acid etched glass figure & black glass based,
underside of base is embossed "PATENTED MAY 16
1876", the base of the figure is cracked & chipped and has
been painted over.  Pressed glass & frosted font, etched ball
shade. 7" figure, lamp is 20" high.

1Ripley & Co. “Conquistador” figural91

spelter figure, wheel cut font, old etched ball shade, 7"
figure, lamp is 21" high

1“Nero” roman figural oil lamp,92

Ohio, catalog No. 160 Parrot newel post light.  Polychrome
finish is in excellent condition.

1Diamond “F” Mfg., Novelty Series, Cleveland,93

not signed but attributed to Pairpoint Lamp Co. intricate
design cast iron base not original to shade.

1Super reverse painted parrot shade,95

lamp. Missing 1 acorn pull & 1 shade panel cracked.
1Nice leaded slag glass shade table96
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1Leaded slag glass panel lamp96a

approx. 6" dia. No chips or cracks.
12 End of Day Art Deco shades, 3 1/4” fitters,97

6.25" tall, green hearts, marked Luster Art
1Art glass gold threaded shade, 2" fitter97a

mercury reflector
1Bracket lamp, embossed font and98

2 1/4" fitters, 2 matching are 4" high, 1 is 5 1/2" high, other
is 5 1/4" high. No chips or cracks.

14 iridescent shades, 2 match, all have100

decorated, acid etched design. 5" fitter, 5 3/4" high, 8"
across top, small chip inside bonnet on 1 shade.

13 very nice squat crown gas shades highly101

window gas shades, 4" fitters, some small chips & roughness
inside top of shades.

14 matching frosted oval expanded102

4 1/2" fitter, 5" high, no chips or cracks.
1Art glass vaseline fluted hobnail gas shade,103

5" fitter, 5" high, no chips or cracks.
1Art glass cranberry bulls eye gas shade,104

2 matching shades
15 frosted and molded gas shades, 4” fitters,105

6" T chip on fitter rim
1Art glass feather pulled shade, 2.25" fitter,105a

amber shade is approx. 6" dia. & the end of day shade is
approx. 6 1/2" in dia.  No chips or cracks.

12 Art Deco ball shades, 3” fitters,106

3 1/4" fitters. No chips or cracks.
13 small ( 4 1/2” dia) Art Deco ball shades,107

13 shades108

milk glass shade & smoke bell, no chips or cracks, 32" drop
1Vintage brass framed spirit ceiling light109

1 miniature yellow GWTW, 3" fitter & transfer design.
12 shades, 1 milkglass spirit or gas,110

fixture, reverse painted shades
1Brass 3 arm gas converted to electric ceiling111

1Cranberry diamond quilted chimney #1flat111a

carrying a rabbit, colonial clothing, a powder horn & bag of
shot is on the man's belt.  Spelter figure, frosted font, wheel
cut sandwich style ring shade.  Figure is 7" high & lamp is
18" to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp of 18th century hunter112

oil lamp, spelter figure, wheel cut font, frosted wheel cut
font & frosted pattern shade, 16" high

1Small child hugging a column figural113
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pressed glass font, acid etched/wheel cut shade, figure is 6"
high, lamp is 17 1/2" to top of shade.

11800’s lady figural oil lamp, spelter figure,114

figural oil lamp, spelter figure, ruby frosted font, cranberry
fluted shade.  Figure is 8" high, lamp is 19" high.

1Boy carrying a basket on his head115

her head a dog between her feet figural oil lamp. Nice silver
patina spelter figure, frosted font, super 8" dia. wheel cut &
frosted ball shade.  Figure is 7 1/2" high, lamp is 21" high to
top of shade.

1Woman carrying a basket of flowers on116

Original paper packing.  The paper packing reads "This
chimney is FIRE PROOF and is made of Pure Lead Flint
Glass" the bottom of the paper reads "Findlay Glass Works,
Limited, Findlay, OH"

1Rare Findlay glass oval base lamp chimney.117

oil lamp. Frosted font, roman or Greek head design, acid
etched shade, log cabin, farmer & sheep.  Figure is 8 1/2"
high, lamp is 21" high to top of shade.

1Young girl holding her lamb figural118

is 21” dia, & 9" deep, shade has 960 pc's of glass, there are
no cracked or broken pieces. Dog perched on top.  Stands
72" high.

1Leaded Glass mahogany floor lamp. Shade119

2" diameter at base, choice of 119a-119c
1Choice of 3 cranberry chimneys 10.5" tall119a

2" diameter at base, marked Macbeth Thermo. Choice of
119a-119c

1Choice of 3 cranberry chimneys 10.5" tall119b

2" diameter at ase, marked Macbeth Pearl, small chip on
fitter edge. Choice of 119a-119c

1Choice of 3 cranberry chimneys 10.5" tall119c

she is carrying what looks like a basket of vines, spelter
figure, font is hand blown, convex thumbprint windows. The
font has fly ash in the glass in several spots.  Lamp is 12"
high.

1Figural oil lamp of woman120

is shown on both lamp No. 056B & on lamp No. 057B in the
1888 Bradley and Hubbard catalog & also as lamp No. 08 in
the 1881 Edmund Miller catalog. Spelter figure, frosted &
clear font design, frosted design on shade. Lamp is 15" high
to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. “Grape Harvest” figure121

holding a puppy & the mother, spelter figure, pressed glass
"Tassel" font & an etched design in shade. Lamp is 14" high
to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a girl122
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bow in 1 hand and pulling an arrow from quiver with the
other. This figure is shown on lamp No 618B in the 1888
Bradley and Hubbard catalog.  Spelter figure, wheel cut font
& wheel cut shade. Figure is 7" high, lamp is 19" high to top
of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of an Indian hunter,123

fancy dress, enameled spelter figure, pressed glass font,
wheel cut & frosted shade. Figure is 7 1/4" high, lamp is 21"
high to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of woman in124

carrying a basket, spelter figure, super ruby cut to clear font,
etched shade & lock on burner and bulged out chimney.
Figure is 7" high, lamp is 19" high to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a woman125

with her hands up as if carrying the font. Spelter figure, very
nice and painted font and green frosted shade. Figure is 7"
high, lamp is 18 1/2" high to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a woman126

a boat oar. This figure shown on Lamp No. 2855 in the
1868-1869 F. H. Lovell & Co. Spelter figure, press glass
font, frosted ball shade. Figure is 7" high and lamp is 20"
high.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of woman holding127

diameter base
1Large 11.5" tall, red chimney, 3"127a

a boat oar and standing by a cask of fish. This figure is
shown on Lamp No. 2823 in the 1868-1869 F.H. Lovell &
Co. catalog. Excellent patina on spelter figure, frosted shade
of the period, wheel cut shade. Figure is 7" high and lamp is
20 1/2" high.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a man holding128

a gun and his dog. Spelter figure, wheel cut leaf and vine
font, wheel cut leaf and vine ball shade. Figure is 5 1/2" and
lamp is 19" to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a man holding129

in the 1868-1869 F.H. Lovell & Co. catalog as lamp No.
2844 with that name. Spelter figure, frosted font and shade
of the period, lock-on burner. Figure is 8" high and lamp is
22" to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. “Market Girl” as shown130

writer holding a pen and tablet. Spelter figure, brass font
and holder, super acid etched squat crown shade featuring
deer in a forest setting. Figure is 9" high and lamp is 27" to
top of shade.

1Banquet lamp. Figure of 17th or 18th century131

holding a branch of a tree stump. Spelter figure with original
patina (?), 1860's frosted font, wheel cut vine ball shade.
Figure is 7" high and lamp is 19 1/2" to top of shade.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a boy132
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holding a staff, wheel cut font and yellow frosted shade.
Figure is 12 1/2" high and lamp is 29" high to top of shade.
Font is wobbly where it is attached to staff.

1Banquet lamp. Figure of Spanish soldier133

base with ruby flash font, white Bristol shade and Reis
Illuminator shade dated 1888. Large chip in base of shade.
Lamp is 19 1/2" high.

1Composite oil lamp. White milk glass134

oil lamp, spelter figure (8"x 8" base), 15 1/2" to top of amber
shade. Removable brass font. Base is signed "Nickolas
Muller, Pat. No. 16964, 1888, No. 847"

1Figural oil lamp. Unusual mountain goat135

1Choice of 2 Aladdin Hoppy nightlights135a

1Choice of 2 Aladdin Hoppy nightlights135b

painted border and reverse painted background. Shade is 15
1/2" in diameter, lamp is 21" high. There is a chip on the
inside of the top of shade hidden by the shade cap. Lamp is
unsigned except the base is embossed 1925. Base is spelter
with dark gold patina.

1Table Lamp. Shade has an external136

with frosted reverse painted shades.
1Embossed brass pan ceiling fixture137

clock. The spelter figures have a bronze patina set on spelter
base, very little patina on the base. The clock works and has
"Made in USA" on the dial. The ball shade is wheel cut and
etched. The base is 9 1/2" wide by 6 1/2" deep and stands 16
1/2" high. The figures are 6" high.

1Wonderful figural combination lamp and138

chandelier, 5 matching wheel cut frosted shades, total drop
is 38"

1Outstanding fancy brass 5 drop139

a women, four light (one middle and three arms) table lamp.
Four flame design shades and prisms. Stands 38" tall.

1Large metal three sided Greek motif of140

style brass fixture with four green slag glass filigree shades.
The fixture is approx. 20" across the drops and a fixture
drop of 33".

1Chandelier. Super vintage “Mission”141

milk glass 10" bell shade, excellent condition.
1Very old (1800”s) hand painted floral142

1RARE Etched “Stork” gas shade, 4” fitter143

shades, 2.25" fitter, 5.5" tall
1Pair of Lustre Art gold iridized143a

4” fitter, 6" high, no cracks, small flakes on bottom of fitter.
1Gas Shade. Nice fluted Vaseline shade,144
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hobnail shade, 5" fitter, 5 3/4" high, no cracks, roughness on
inside of fitter.

1Gas Shade. Super light blue fluted opalescent145

shade, 4” fitter, 5 1/2" high, no cracks, roughness on the
fitter.

1Gas Shade. Cranberry fluted thumbprint146

fluted hobnail shade, 5" fitter, 5" high, mint condition.
1Gas Shade. Cranberry opalescent147

opalescent fluted hobnail shade, 5" fitter, 5 1/2" high, no
cracks, small flake on inside of fitter.

1Gas Shade. Cranberry frosted148

stem base. 10 1/2" high
1Cigar lighter lamp, blue shade, china150

font, brass wall bracket, two lighters and brass match holder.
7 1/2" high.

1Cigar lighter lamp, ruby shade, clear151

5.5" tall
1Gold iridized shade, 2.25" fitter,151a

pressed glass “Sears" font, wheel cut and frosted ball shade.
Figure is 6" high and lamp is 20 1/2" high.

1Figural oil lamp. Cherub figure,152

girl, hand painted china font, dent in brass on top of font.
12" high

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a peasant153

girl, hand painted china font. Figure is 5 1/2" high and lamp
is 12" high.

1Figural oil lamp. Figure of a praying154

of a Dutch man and woman fishing. There are three
clambroth cut to clear oil fonts that are threaded on to the
candle holders, this may be a candleholder conversion. 21"
high by 17" wide.

1Girandole. Girandole oil lamp with figure155

Gallinger rare donkey figure lamp, pressed glass font, wheel
cut shade, lock-on burner and smoke chimney. Lamp is 19"
high to top of shade.

1RARE Figural oil lamp. Joseph156

figure lamp, pressed glass font, Lamp is 11 1/2" high.
1Figural oil lamp. Rare dancing bear157

to find Indian elephant figure oil lamp, pressed glass font.
Lamp is 10 1/2" high.

1Figural oil lamp. Joseph Gallinger hard158

baby figure oil lamp, monkey is dressed in a uniform, wheel
cut font with prisms ring and prisms. Figure is 5" tall, base
is 11" high to top of font, lamp is 21" tall to top of chimney.

1Figural oil lamp. Scarce monkey with159
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shade, 14"
1Amberina thumbprint parlor lamp159a

figure oil lamp. Lamp is 10" high.
1Figural oil lamp. Rare circus elephant160

oil lamp, wheel cut font, nice white Bristol shade with
figures of dogs (rare shade). Lamp is 18" high. Small flake
on top rim.

1Figural oil lamp. Scarce dog figure161

oil lamp burner
16 - 71/2” shade holders, fit on #2162

shades as seen on many cathedral lamps
1Pair of amber and blue daisy and button163

boy, wheel cut font, prism ring with 8 prisms, wheel cut and
etched ring shade, lock-on burner and smoke chimney.
Figure is shown in 1881 Howard Miller catalog as Lamp.
No. 43. Figure is 7" tall, lamp is 20" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure is Victorian164

artichoke shade, three post brass base. 26" high.
1Vintage table lamp. Red cased165

and black glass base and red cased artichoke glass shade.
23" high.

1Vintage table lamp. Art Deco chrome166

one amber
1Three Art Deco “brain” shades, 2 green,167

& flowers 10" fitter
1Pink half GWTW half shade, painted birds167a

cased shade, 2 painted
1Three shades, one with fixture, green168

swirl lamps, one No. 1 with clear font and one No. 2 with
amber font. No chips or cracks.

1Sheldon Swirl Oil Lamps. Two Sheldon169

1881 Edward Miller catalog as lamp NO. 576. Indian
maiden holding a duck. Pressed glass font, wheel cut and
etched shade, lock on burner and shade, spelter figure is 8"
tall, lamp is 20" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Lamp shown in the170

his dog and is carrying a flint lock rifle. Wheel cut font and
wheel  and frosted "OREGON" shade. Spelter figure is 7
1/2" tall, lamp is 21" to top of shade. No smoke chimney.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure is a hunter with171

man, pressed glass font, super raised pattern figure shade of
maiden picking flowers. Spelter figure is 6 1/2" tall, lamp is
20 1/2" tall to top of shade. Lock-on burner and smoke
chimney. Chip on top rim of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Nice well detailed Edwardian172
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figure is shown as lamp No. 2842 in the 1868 F.H. Lovell
Co. catalog, lamp has a frosted font, blue baby thumbprint
shade (small chips on top of shade rim), and lock-on burner
and smoke chimney. Figure is 7 1/2" tall. Lamp is 20" to top
of shade. This lamp is the other version of "Market Girl"
that is shown in Item 130.

1Figural oil lamp. "Market Girl" this173

boy and his dog. Boy is carrying a rabbit with an arrow in it.
IDEN style font, pale amber shade (small chips on top of
shade rim), lock-on burner and smoke chimney. Figure is 6"
tall, lamp is 18" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Lamp has a figure of a174

a rare hard to find lamp. The figure is well detailed of a
running newspaper boy with copies of the HERALD
newspaper under his arm, wheel cut frosted font, acid cut
crown shade, lock-on burner and smoke chimney on a lion
head base. Figure is 8" tall, lamp is 21" to the top of the
shade.

1RARE Figural Oil Lamp. “ The News Boy” is175

parlor shade
1Cranberry opalescent hobnail 14"175a

Indian holding a tomahawk with what appears to be a scalp
hanging on his belt. This figure is shown as Lamp No. 1498
in the 1888 Bradley and Hubbard catalog. Pressed glass
vaseline font and acid cut crown shade with butterflies.
Figure is 7" tall, lamp is 18" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. The figure is an176

figure is shown as lamp No. 122 in the 1888 Edward Miller
catalog, nicely detailed, wheel cut font, fluted thumbprint
cranberry shade, lock-on burner and smoke chimney. Figure
is 10" tall, lamp is 22" to top of shade.

1RARE Figural Oil Lamp. “ The Egyptian”177

stem, wheel cut IDEN font, vintage 7" diameter frosted
bursting star ball shade. Figure is 8" tall, lamp is 22" to top
of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. “Minerva” figure178

Atterbury opaque white glass figure stem. Lamp is shown in
"Oil Lamps One by Catherine Thuro" on page 132. Lamp
has a pressed glass Flower Band font as seen in book,
vintage ribbed white glass ring shade and lock-on burner
and smoke chimney. Figure is 4" high, lamp is 17" to top of
shade.

1SCARCE Figural Oil Lamp. 1886179

standing by an ornate column, base of figure is embossed
with name and "Pat. Apl. For", figure is shown in the 1888
Bradley and Hubbard Catalog. Lamp has a wheel cut font,
wheel cut and frosted ring shade, lock-on burner and smoke
chimney. Small chip on top rim of shade. Figure is 6 1/2"
tall, lamp is 18" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure of “JULIET”180

LOT # QTY

small boy holding a basket frosted/etched font, prism ring
with 8 prisms, fluted opalescent shade, lock-on burner and
smoke chimney. Figure is 6 1/2" tall, lamp is 20" to top of
shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure of a kneeling181

washing her feet at a fountain while a man spies on her.
Figure is shown 1865 Boston and Sandwich Catalog and in
the Dietz Co. catalog of the same time period. The font is on
the IDEN style with wheel cut vines and flowers in the glass
portion. The ring shade is acid cut. Figure is 7", lamp is 20"
to top of shade.

1SCARCE Figural Oil Lamp. Figure of a maiden182

pressed glass font, wheel cut and frosted shade, lock-on
burner and smoke chimney and lion head base. Figure is 8"
tall, lamp is 22" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Lady with basket figure,183

gold enamel floral
1Green 10" shade, white case lined,183a

Indian maiden carrying a pot with vegetables and a stalk of
grain, pressed glass font, acid cut flower pattern ring shade,
lock-on burner and smoke chimney. Figure is 6" tall, lamp is
19" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure is of an184

girl holding her dog, wheel cut font, blue scalloped reverse
thumbprint shade, lock-on burner and smoke chimney.
Figure is shown in the 1881 Howard Miller catalog as Lamp
No. 73. Figure is 7" tall, lamp is 19" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure is a seated185

boy, etched font, prism ring with 8 prisms, etched shade,
lock-on burner and smoke chimney. Figure is shown in 1881
Howard Miller catalog as Lamp No. 43. Figure is 7" tall,
lamp is 20" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure is Victorian186

frosted/clear pressed glass font, nice cranberry trimmed
ruffled opalescent hobnail shade. Figure is 3 1/2" high, lamp
is 13" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Figure of an Indian,187

a late Victorian gentleman carrying a bundle of cigars under
his arm, wheel cut/frosted font, super cranberry ruffled large
hobnail shade. Figure is 4" high, lamp is 15" to top of shade.

1Figural Oil Lamp. Cast iron figure of188

wheat with amber fluted thumbprint shade, not original
patina, 20" to top of shade

1Figural Oil Lamp. Young boy harvesting189

1Box of assorted shades190

(2 1/2" fitters) and one etched gas shade.
1Box. Four nice reverse painted shades191
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pulled desing 4" fitter, 11" tall
1Large art glass gold shade, feather191a

1Three green cased shades with fixtures192

1Green cased 10” half shade with holder193

1(2) 10” white milk glass bell shades194

1Five reverse painted shades, one with crack195

1Two sets of three matching shades196

1Leaded ceiling fixture, 19" shade197

1Box of 8 assorted shades198

bullet shades. 33" drop
1Three light embossed pan fixture with etched199

with brass overshade with open work-some metal damage
1Pink art glass parlor lamp shade,199a

1Four matching shades200

three frosted shades. 24" drop
1Three light brass pan fixture with201

fixture with three reverse painted shades and a wheel cut
center shade.

1Bronze patina gas/electric ceiling202

reverse painted and 2 reverse painted matching floral shades
1Four matching floral, 2 matching203

1Adirondack Wicker floor lamp, 6’ tall204

match) 3” fitters
13 large wheel cut dome shades ( 2206

15 misc. 2 1/4” fitter shades207

28" T
1Consolidated red satin "Imperial" GWTW lamp,207a

28" T electrified
1Consolidate red satin "Imperial" GWTW lamp,207b

1(7) 2 1/4” fitter shades,208

with blown out lions heads, one artichoke, one encased in
metal, two molded green flower petal shades.

15 very nice 2 1/4” fitter shades, one209

cut borders.
14 matching 2 1/4” fitter shades, nice brilliant210

lamp, 8” high to burner
1Nice Atterbury Vaseline ribbed font oil211

peg lamp set in a glass candlestick with drop prisms. 12"
high to top of burner

1Peg Lamp. Nice frosted to yellow design212

in a glass candlestick with long drop prisms
1Peg Lamp. Clear ribbed font peg lamp set213

LOT # QTY

stem oil lamp, embossed font, milk glass petticoat shade
1Composition oil Lamp. Hand painted china214

1Box of miniature shades and burners215

GWTW 22" tall lamp
1Consolidated "Imperial" red satin squat215a

1Box of shade holders, 9-4” cast, 3-5” stamped216

7 1/2” high
1“Sheldon Swirl” blue opalescent oil lamp.217

9 1/2” high
1“Sheldon Swirl” white opalescent oil lamp.218

9 1/2” high
1“Sheldon Swirl” yellow opalescent oil lamp.219

finger oil lamp with lock-on chimney and burner
1“Hobbs” white snowflake opalescent220

finger oil lamp with lock-on chimney and burner.
1“Hobbs” blue snowflake opalescent221

clear base.
1“Cathedral” oil lamp, amber font with222

oil lamp, amber font with blue base.
1“Adams and Company” “Moon and Stars”223

hall lamp ornate frame
1Clear satin enamel decorated, diamond,223a

oil lamp. 7 1/2" high
1"Sheldon Swirl” cranberry opalescence224

8 1/2” high
1“Sheldon Swirl” white opalescence oil lamp.225

lamp. 8” high
1“Sheldon Swirl” yellow opalescence oil226

opalescence finger oil lamp with lock-on chimney and
burner.

1“Hobbs” cranberry snowflake227

oil lamp, blue font with amber base.
1“Adams and Company” “Moon and Stars”228

lantern
1Cigar Lighter Lamp in the form of an Aladdin229

shade, base marked Handel, shade not signed.
1Leaded Table Lamp. Leaded glass daisy pattern230

1Four wick trimmers, various models231

caramel, pink & blue slag glass
1Square panel lamp 16" shade,231a

1Art Deco table lamp232

1Two boxes of new clock chain233
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1Box of new ceiling canopies.234

1Box of new electric lamp socket canopies235

shades.
1Brass pan ceiling fixture with three frosted236

reflector.
1Bracket lamp with embossed font and mercury237

1Box lot of 5 miscellaneous shades.238

sizes.
1Box lot of stamped shade holders of various239

flowers, coreline decor, ornate brass frame
1Clear satin hall lamp, ruffled shade, enamel239a

1Box lot No. 2 O.L. burners240

1Box lot of No. 1 O.L. burners241

1Box lot of various O.L. burners242

1Box. Collectible O.L. burners243

1Box GWTW metal bases244

1Two plastic tubs of electric lamp sockets245

14 large shade holders, 14"246

1Box. 5 soap stone O.L. bases247

with description, 11" tall
1Pair of brass lamp bases, label in foriegn247a

1Box. Hanging O.L. motors248

1Box. 6 Marble lamp bases, 4 square, 2 round249

1Box 6 fancy brass 4 1/2” shade holders250

1Box. Pan fixture extrusions.251

brackets, metal smoke bells
1Box. Iron/metal ceiling and wall252

1Box. Teardrop prisms and buttons.253

1Box. Ceiling shade chain retainers.254

1Box. (13) 5 1/2” prisms with buttons255

ball shade
1Banquet lamp, tapestry font & stem,255a

with buttons
1Box. (10) 5”-8” assorted style prisms256

7- 4” arrow prisms with buttons.
1Box. 1-8”and 6-6” triangular prisms and257

1Box. (8) 6” teardrop prisms with buttons.258

1Choice of 5 bags of assorted prisms.259

1Choice of 6 bags of assorted prisms260

LOT # QTY

1Box. Miscellaneous lamp parts261

etched with owl, moon and star smoke chimney (rare) and
1-9" with badly worn wreath and fern design.

1Box. 1-9” etched smoke chimney, 1-9”262

prisms
14 very old gas light shade with blown glass263

lamp, marble base
1White cut to cranberry, Moorish,263a

1Box. 11 lab smoke chimneys.264

1Box. Brass canopies and shade holders.265

1Box. O.L. brass parts.266

1Box Lamp parts267

12-5” and 3-7” brass shade holders.268

17-10” brass shade holders.269

110 lamp chimneys270a

14 lamp chimneys270b

112 lamp chimneys, 1 has crack270c

15 chimneys270d

120 chimneys270e

113 chimneys270f

1Box. Various sizes and styles of O.L. wicks271

3 feather chimney, brass candlestick
1Yellow peg lamp, matching font & shade271a

1Bisque swinger272

1Dietz racket brass lantern, New York273

1Blue & white figural stem lamp, small flakes274

1Lantern, dented, patent December 24 1337275

13 Miniature lamps- purple, clear, blue-crack276

13 Milk glass pattern miniature lamps277

13 Miniature lamps- amber, milk glass, blue278

base, and hob font
1Red miniature pattern lamp, cranberry pattern279

1Female figural stem lamp, glass font279a

pattern miniature and milk glass painted with matching
chimeny

1Manger scene fairy lamp, clear280

buttercup, clear pattern, milk glass
13 Miniature lamps- blue little281

hand painted finger, mellon painted
13 Miniature lamps- amber hobnail,282
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basket weave
1Blue pattern finger lamp match holder283

with basket weave match holder
1White milk glass pattern finger lamp284

blue & 1 white
13 Miniature lamps- opalescent stem lamp, 1285

glass smoke bell, bisque match holder, & more
1Blue twinkle miniature lamp, milk286

buttercup, handy green, & blue pattern
13 Miniature lamps- blue little287

1Wall sconce, art glass gold iridized shade287a

lamp, Vapo Cresolene,
13 Miniature lamps- amber, blue finger288

pattern, Vapo Cresolene
13 Miniature lamps- clear & frosted, amber289

improved banner, blue thumbprint
13 Miniature lamps- milk glass290

clear nutmeg
13 Miniature lamps- 2 milk glass, 1291

green heart, swirl base & shade
13 Miniature lamps- clear greek key,292

milk glass, clear miniature with beaded shade
1Miniature lamps- clear drape pattern,293

brass stem
1Blue cut to clear lamp, marble base,294

1Bisque swan lamp, egg font295

flower panel
1Green case lined shade, lamp base has295a

1Opalescent floral stem lamp, vaseline shade296

1Green to white shade, metal 3.25" fitter297

Lamp 1492, shade on font

11893 Columbus Exposition - Columbus
Landing-Rare

298

font, some gold paint
1Moore England lamp, child on stump, basket299

3.25" fitter
1Dark pink to light pink shade, metal300

marked I.H.S., lid is removeable, with cross
1Ripley double candleholder, cross in stem301

1Pink miniature lamp, matching shade & base302

2.5" fittr
1Pair of clear opalescent Nailsea shades303

LOT # QTY

1Jeannie lamp, gargoyle head, no shade304

1Pink opalescen hobnail shade, 4" fitter305

1Clear opalescent Windows lamp306

4.5" fitter
1Opalescent to clear hobnail shade,307

1Blue font & base lamp308

opal stripe 2.25" fitter
1Pair of cranberry to clear shades,309

Original pierced tin shade, rare
1Lillian Russel 5 cent Cigar Lighter310

3.5" fitter
1Vaseline shade etched cherubs/eagles,311

blowout, one has crack
1Set of 3 cranberry satin shades, Baby Face312

floral shade
1Miniature hall lamp, milk glass313

small rough spot on ruffled rim
1Blue hobnail shade, 5" fitter314

brass fitter has some damage
1Clear kerosene lamp, opalescent stripe315

2.25" fitters, both have fitter chips
1Pair of art glass shades, green & gold316

1Choice of 2 Aladdin tourchier style lamps317a

1Choice of 2 Aladdin tourchier style lamps317b

5" fitter
1Peach to clear etched pair of shades318

small spatter globe
1Art Nouveous lamp , nude female,319

1Pair of  amber hobnail shades, 5" fitter320

1Kerosene lamp, clear with opalescent stripe321

1Pink to clear etched shade, 4" fitter322

brass stem marble base
1Kerosene lamp, red cut to clear font,323

1Pink etched shade, chip on rim324

1Clear kerosene pattern lamp, drip guard325

blue with red honeysuckle flowers
1Kerosene lamp, painted font & chimney326

4" fitter, very similar to lot 322
1Pink ruffled shade, etched leaves & berries327

1Cranberry ruffled hobnail shade, 4" fitter328

hobnail shade 2.25" fitter, unusual
1Ruffled cranberry to clear etched329
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fitter, 5.75"T
1Art glass gold iridized shade 2.25"330

1Cranberry ruffled hobnail shade 4" fitter331

3.25" fitter, chip on fitter
1Art Glass gold shade with red spots332

1Pink opalescent swirl shade, 4" fitter333


